Spatial patterns of sediment dynamics within a medium-sized watershed over an extreme storm event
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A B S T R A C T

In this study, we quantified spatial patterns of sediment dynamics in a watershed of 311 km² over an extreme storm event using watershed modeling and statistical analyses. First, we calibrated a watershed model, Dynamic Watershed Simulation Model (DWSM) by comparing the predicted with calculated hydrograph and sedigraph at the outlet for this event. Then we predicted values of event runoff volume \( V \), peak flow \( Q_{\text{peak}} \), and two types of event sediment yields for lumped morphological units that contain 42 overland elements and 21 channel segments within the study watershed. Two overland elements and the connected channel segment form a first-order subwatershed, several of which constitute a larger nested subwatershed. Next we examined (i) the relationships between these variables and area \( A \), precipitation \( P \), mean slope \( S \), soil erodibility factor, and percent of crop and pasture lands for all overland elements (i.e., the small spatial scale, SSS), and (ii) those between sediment yield, \( Q_{\text{peak}} \), \( A \), and event runoff depth \( h \) for the first-order and nested subwatersheds along two main creeks of the study watershed (i.e., the larger spatial scales, LSS). We found that at the SSS, sediment yield was nonlinearly well related to \( A \) and \( P \), but not \( Q_{\text{peak}} \) and \( h \); whereas at the LSS, linear relationships between sediment yield and \( Q_{\text{peak}} \), existed, so did the \( Q_{\text{peak}}-A \), and \( Q_{\text{peak}}-P \) relationships. This linearity suggests the increased connectivity from the SSS to LSS, which was caused by ignorance of channel processes within overland elements. It also implies that sediment was transported at capacity during the extreme event. So controlling sediment supply from the most erodible overland elements may not efficiently reduce the downstream sediment load.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A fundamental difficulty of managing sediment dynamics is predicting sediment loads at different temporal (event, seasonal, annual, or decadal) and spatial (plot, reach, or subwatershed) scales (Owens et al., 2005; Walling and Zhang, 2004; Wilkinson and McElroy, 2007). Sediment initiation (i.e., sediment detachment) in source areas and transport through hillslope and stream channels within a watershed are considerably complex (Collins and Walling, 2004; Gao, 2008; Jones and Preston, 2012; Orwin and Smart, 2004; Smith et al., 2011; Turnbull et al., 2008; Vericat and Batalla, 2006; Yair and Kossovsky, 2002). This complexity inherently results from the nonlinear upscaling nature — that is, sediment load at a smaller scale is not proportional to that at a larger one (Cammeraat, 2002; Moreno-de las Heras et al., 2010; Verbits et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2011). Studies on changes of annual sediment yields measured at the outlets of watersheds spanning a variety of climatic zones and physiographic conditions (de Vente et al., 2006, 2007; van Dijk and Bruinzeel, 2005) have divulged that the relationship between annual sediment yield and the watershed size \( A \) not only is generally nonlinear, but also varies from region to region, indicating the complexity of sediment dynamics spatially and temporally.

Consensus on this complexity has catalyzed continuous efforts on exploring interaction of sediment processes among sources and sinks at multiple spatial and temporal scales within a watershed (Cammeraat, 2004; Estrany et al., 2009; Evrard et al., 2011; Favaro and Lamoureux, 2015; Gomi et al., 2005; Navratil et al., 2010; Salant et al., 2008; Underwood et al., 2015). A typical type of approach resorts to quantifying relative contributions of various sediment sources to the downstream sediment yields using sediment budget analysis on hillslope, along the main stream, or through the entire watershed (Belmont et al., 2011; Collins et al., 2010; Fukuyama et al., 2010; Houben, 2008; Rustomji et al., 2008; Walling, 2005; Warrick et al., 2015; Wilkinson et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2008). Another type of method is grounded on the concept of sediment connectivity, which in a fluvial system, refers to the physical connection of sediment via channel network and to the potential of a soil particle moving from one zone or location to another (Cavalli et al., 2013; Fryirs, 2013; Hooke, 2003; Wethered et al., 2015).
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In either type of methods, a sufficient amount of data describing all possible sediment sources are required to achieve the goals (Belmont et al., 2011; Kabir et al., 2014; Menounos et al., 2006; Wilkinson et al., 2009). Nonetheless, data at this level of detail may not always be available, in particular during extreme storm events when the flooded area is not even physically accessible. This constraint might be eased by characterizing dominant processes of sediment dynamics at relatively coarse spatial and longer time scales because the intricate and highly variable processes of sediment transport at finer spatial and shorter time scales may be averaged off, such that simpler (i.e., dominant) processes may be captured using relatively simple methods (Brasington and Richards, 2007; Cerdan et al., 2004; Hunter et al., 2007; Murray, 2007; Nicholas, 2010). Recently emerged reduced-complexity models (Chen et al., 2014; Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2014; Murray, 2007; Nicholas, 2010) apparently support this rationale.

Temporally, instantaneous sediment transport is obviously too complex to be described quantitatively (Brown and Chanson, 2012). Instead, the event scale could be a reasonable time scale at which sediment dynamics should be quantitatively characterized for at least three reasons. First, sediment data at this scale are relatively easy to acquire in practice without missing too much sediment variation within an event. Second, our previous studies indicated that annual sediment yields estimated in terms of event sediment yields are not statistically different from those calculated based on instantaneous sediment transport rates (Gao and Josefson, 2012a, 2012b). Third, many studies have shown that event sediment yields from watersheds of different climatic zones and sizes may be well correlated to hydrological variables such as peak discharge and event runoff depth (Gao et al., 2013b; Hicks, 1994; Hicks et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2008, 2012) and hence may be used to reveal causality of sediment connectivity over multiple spatial scales.

Spatially, if a watershed is divided into a group of lumped morphologic units, such as overland elements connected by channel segments or the combined subwatersheds (Carpenter and Georgakakos, 2006; Jetten et al., 2003), then the averaged size of these units may be referred to as a coarse scale of the watershed in comparison with the smaller size of grid cells (Francipane et al., 2012; Pelletier, 2012; Taguas et al., 2011) forming the same watershed. Many modeling studies concerning fluvial sediment transport at the coarse scales have focused on spatial and temporal distributions of sediment yields or relating these loads to the relatively stable features of these units such as mean slopes and elevations over monthly, annual, decade, or even longer periods (Forzoni et al., 2013; Medeiros et al., 2010; Mills and Bathurst, 2015; Patil et al., 2012; Svitski and Milliman, 2007; Zhou and Li, 2015). Very few have explored the processes of sediment transport during storm events for the entire watershed and/or isolated subwatersheds (Bisantino et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). Yet, watershed models have not been used to explore spatial variations of sediment transport and their connections within a watershed during a rainfall event, in particular an extreme event that could cause flooding.

This study filled the gap by modeling processes and analyzing spatial changes of sediment transport over multiple spatial scales within a medium-sized watershed during an extreme storm event that had no in situ sediment measurement available from flooding. The analysis was based on the data predicted using a physically based watershed model, Dynamic Watershed Simulation Model (DWSM). In addition, the model generates a set of lumped units that contain a number of overland elements and the associated channel segments. Two overland elements and one channel segment form a subwatershed (termed here first-order subwatershed) and several such subwatersheds form a larger subwatershed. Therefore, the spatial elements of the divided study watershed are consistent with the fundamental geomorphological unit, watershed, which spatially contains hillslopes and their connected streams (Leopold et al., 1964). This consistency facilitates not only separating hillslope from in-channel processes, but also determining spatially variable sediment transport over nested subwatersheds.

We first used DWSM to predict hydrograph and sedigraph at the watershed outlet and compared them with the calculated counterparts for an extreme event. Next, we predicted using DWSM, event runoff volume ($V$, m$^3$), peak discharge ($Q_{peak}$, m$^3$/s), and event sediment yields for all divided lumped spatial units. Here the total sediment load transported out of a given lumped unit during the event is referred to as total event sediment yield ($TSY_e$, t), the sediment load per unit area of a given lumped unit is termed area-specific sediment yield ($SSY_e$, t/m$^2$). Using these data we then investigated spatial patterns of sediment transport and their links to the associated hydrological processes across multiple spatial scales including overland elements, first-order, and nested subwatersheds.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area and the selected event

The study watershed is the upper and middle parts of Oneida Creek watershed, one of seven subwatersheds comprising Oneida Lake basin in central New York, USA. It is located southeast of the Oneida Lake basin and has an area of 311 km$^2$ (Fig. 1). The watershed has elevations varying between 123 and 574 m with slopes becoming progressively steeper (up to 59°) from north to south along the west side of the main stream, Oneida Creek. The stream morphology varies from a bedrock upstream reach with a waterfall to downstream gravel-bed reaches with pools and riffles characterized by a mixture of gravel, sand, and silt. Sconondoa Creek, the main branch on the east side, is comparable in size and converges near the outlet of the study watershed to Oneida Creek. Sediment, primarily derived and transported from hillslopes, consists largely of silt- and clay-sized particles and generally moves in suspension. Although Oneida Creek only contributes 7% of the total water inflow to Oneida Lake, it supplies about 22.3% of the total sediment load to the lake (Malewicz and Lewis, 2003). The lower reach of Oneida Creek has been listed as a prioritized water body that needs to be further studied (CNYRPDB, 2004). The excessive sediment load in the watershed is largely caused by severe soil erosion at dairy farms and in cultivated lands, which also contribute phosphorus, nitrogen, heavy metals, and pesticides along with suspended sediment to the creek (CNYRPDB, 2004), as well as accelerated surface erosion in urban areas because of site construction and road erosion (Gruszowski et al., 2003). City of Oneida is the largest town located around the outlet of the study watershed.

The selected hydrological event was triggered by a storm that happened on 28 June 2013. The storm only lasted for about 12 h (i.e., from midnight to noon). However, it was spatially concentrated with high intensities, such that it generated a historical flood event with the largest peak discharge ($Q_{peak}$) since the beginning of gauging in 1950 (the recurrence interval of $Q_{peak}$ was 86 years; Gao and Hartnett, 2016). The downtown and its surrounding area of the City of Oneida located within the watershed were substantially inundated. A large amount of suspended sediment carried by flood flow caused severe damages. Investigating spatial variations of sediment dynamics over this event is valuable in theory because these variations reflect the nature of sediment dynamics under the extreme case among all possible storm events in the area. The outcomes of the investigation are also pragmatically useful because they may provide quantitative explanation on how sediment moved from upland (i.e., the small spatial scale) to the downstream channel (i.e., the large spatial scale) during the extreme event and facilitate the future design of management plans.

2.2. Watershed modeling

2.2.1. Model components

The DWSM characterizes dynamic processes of hillslope surface runoff and subsurface flow, hillslope soil erosion and movement, in-channel flow movement, and sediment entrainment and transport...
over a storm event using a set of mathematical equations (Borah et al., 2002, 2004). Surface runoff on hillslopes is determined by (Borah et al., 2007)

\[ I_{e,i} = \frac{Q_{r,i} - Q_{r,i-1}}{\Delta t_i} \]  

where \( I_{e,i} \) (mm/h) is the rainfall excess rate during the time interval \( \Delta t_i \); and \( Q_{r,i} \) (mm) is accumulated direct runoff or rainfall excess at time step \( i \). It is determined using the runoff curve number method (USDA-SCS, 1972) and is controlled by values of the cumulative precipitation \( P \) (mm) during \( \Delta t_i \) and curve number (CN). The value of CN is the main adjustable parameter during model simulation to account for variations of the antecedent moisture condition from event to event and uncertainties in calculating \( P \) and CN.

Surface water routing on hillslopes and in stream channels is based on kinematic wave approximations (Borah et al., 2007):

\[ \frac{\partial W}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial M}{\partial x} = q \]  

\[ M = \alpha W^m \]  

For hillslopes, \( M \) is the flow depth (m), \( W \) is the water discharge per unit width (m²/s), and \( q \) is the rainfall excess rate (\( I_{e,i} \); whereas for stream channels, \( M \) is the flow cross section area (m²), \( W \) is the flow rate (m³/s), \( q \) is the lateral inflow rate per unit length (m²/s), \( x \) is the
downslopes, and it is the time. Kinematic wave coefficient \( \alpha \) and exponent \( m \) have different values for hillslopes and stream channels, respectively (Borah et al., 2002). Manning's \( n \) for overland elements (OMN) and channel segments (CMN) are the two adjustable parameters involved in numerical solutions for Eqs. (2a) and (2b).

Subsurface flow, which ultimately discharges laterally into the contributing channel, is simulated using the well-known kinematic storage equation (Arnold et al., 1998). In DWSM, it is modified for dimensional consistencies and expressed as

\[
q_s = K_s \sin \beta \left( \frac{2V_w}{L(\theta_s - \theta_d)} \right)
\]

where \( q_s \) is the subsurface flow per unit overland width (\( \text{m}^2/\text{s} \)), \( K_s \) is the lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity (\( \text{m}^2/\text{s} \)), \( \beta \) is the angle of the impermeable bed in degree, \( V_w \) is the drainable volume of water stored in the saturated zone of a unit width of overland (\( \text{m}^2/\text{m} \)), \( L \) is the slope length (m), \( \theta_s \) is the saturated water content (\( \text{m}^3/\text{m}^2 \)), and \( \theta_d \) is the field capacity (\( \text{m}^3/\text{m}^2 \)). Borah et al. (2007). Accuracy of predicting this proportion of flow is achieved by adjusting two parameters, effective lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity (COND) and initial uniform moisture content in the soil/porous zone (CONT).

Assuming hillslope surface and channel beds are movable with a detachable soil thickness, DWSM characterizes soil detachment, sediment entrainment and transport, and deposition using the continuity equation based on mass balance for each predetermined grain size class (Borah et al., 2002). Soil detachment rate \( (E_s, \text{mm/h}) \) is determined using the equation developed by Meyer and Wischmeier (1969), which relates \( E_s \) to rainfall intensity, soil cover, and soil properties. During simulation, the value of \( E_s \) is calibrated by adjusting the soil detachment coefficient, RDC. Sediment routing through the simulated watershed is based on the mass conservation of the sediment load for any spatially divided lumped unit, which may be mathematically represented as

\[
\frac{\partial A_s}{\partial t} + V \frac{\partial A_s}{\partial x} = q_s + g
\]

where \( A_s \) is the sediment load, expressed as the volume of sediment present in the flow per unit length (\( \text{m}^3/\text{m} \)); \( V \) is the average water velocity, expressed as the volumetric rate of lateral sediment inflow per unit length (\( \text{m}^3/\text{s} \)); \( q_s \) is the volumetric rate of lateral sediment inflow per unit length (\( \text{m}^3/\text{s} \)); and \( g \) is the volumetric rate of material exchange with the bed per unit length (\( \text{m}^3/\text{s} \)). By definition, \( A_s = q_s/V \) where \( q_s \) is volumetric sediment discharge (\( \text{m}^3/\text{s} \)). The value of \( q_s \) is calculated using Yalin’s equation (Yalin, 1972) and that of \( Q_s \) in channels is determined using two total load equations: Yang’s equation (Yang, 1977) for coarse sand and Laursen’s equation (Laursen, 1958) for fine sand and silts. With this information, the continuity equation may be solved for the potential exchange rate, whose sign and magnitude represent the rate of either deposition or erosion on hillslopes and stream channels. The main adjustable parameter for achieving the best prediction of sediment discharges is flow detachment coefficient (FDC). Previous studies (Gao et al., 2013a, 2015) have shown that predicted sediment discharges are affected much more by the value of FDC than that of RDC.

2.2.2. Spatial arrangement of the study watershed for modeling

In many watershed models, such as SWAT and AGNPS, a target watershed is split spatially into a group of finer-scale areas in terms of the hydrological response unit (HRU), a subarea, either a portion of hillslope or a small subwatershed in which the change of hydrological dynamics is small with respect to its surrounding subareas (Bisantino et al., 2015; Bongartz, 2003; Devito et al., 2005; Dooge, 1968; Flugel, 1995; Kliment et al., 2008; Mishra et al., 2007). In DWSM, however, the study watershed is spatially divided into a number of morphological units, including overland elements interconnected by channel segments. These units may form the first-order and nested subwatersheds, which are conceptually consistent with representative elementary watersheds used in a recently developed network model (Patil et al., 2012). Because the sizes of the morphological units are often determined arbitrarily (Mishra et al., 2007; Tripathi et al., 2003), we proposed an objective method that may identify the appropriate number of the units for watershed modeling. First, we generated five sets of overland elements that have different averaged sizes using the ArcHydro model (Maidment, 2002). Second, we calculated percentages of land use/cover (LULC) categorized into each of five classes: crop land (L1), pasture (L2), urban (L3), forest (L4), and others including wetlands and open waters (L5) for each set of delineated overland elements. Because sediment transport is more related to L1, L2, and L3, we created an index \( (I_s) \) as the sum of their percentages to quantify the dominant anthropogenic influence on sediment transport in these elements (i.e., \( I_s = L1 + L2 + L3 \)). Third, we calculated mean, maximum, and minimum values of \( I_s \) for each set of elements, as well as the mean area (A). Then we examined the trends of these statistical properties against A and identified the most appropriate mean size at which a set of overland elements and the associated channel segments should be delineated.

2.2.3. DWSM input data preparation

Hourly rainfall data during the extreme event from 15 weather stations were downloaded from http://www.srh.noaa.gov/ridge2/RFC_Precip/. These data served as input precipitation values for modeling. Also, they were summed at each station and subsequently used to calculate spatial distribution of total precipitation and the amount of precipitation within each of the delineated overland elements. A single value of parameters representing topographic, vegetation, soil, and sediment properties was assigned to each overland element and channel segment. Values of some parameters such as overland area, slope length, canopy and groundwater densities, and CN were determined directly from the available GIS data. Those of parameters such as the coefficient and exponent of relationships between wetted perimeter and flow area and the size distribution of sediment grains were determined in terms of field measurement performed in our previous studies. Parameters such as OMN, CMN, COND, CONT, and FDC vary among the delineated elements; and their values were estimated using empirical relationships established in terms of previous modeling analysis. Details of calculating values of these parameters may be found in Gao et al. (2015).

Because the flood emerged quickly and overflowed the bank of the cross section where our monitoring station was established, we were unable to collect any data during the flood. Fortunately, we obtained the discharge data from a USGS gauging station located about 1 km upstream of the outlet (Fig. 1). We then converted them into the discharges at the cross section of the outlet and calculated the associated suspended sediment concentrations using the discharge relationship between the two locations and sediment rating curve developed in previous studies (Gao and Josefson, 2012a, 2012b). Using these data, we were able to produce the calculated hydrograph and sediment graph for the modeled extreme event.

2.2.4. Modeling the extreme storm event using DWSM

When modeling a storm event in the study watershed using DWSM, the most sensitive parameters to the predicted hydrograph and sediment graph are CN, OMN, CMN, COND, CONT, and FDC (Gao et al., 2013a). Because the originally determined values of these parameters may not reflect their variability from event to event, we had to adjust them during the simulation to account for the unknown variation and to achieve the best fit to the measured hydrograph and sediment graph. Model predictability was measured by (i) the percent error \( E_p \), which is the ratio of the difference between predicted and measured variables to the measured variable in percentage, for peak water discharge \( (Q_{\text{peak}}) \) and peak sediment discharge \( (Q_{\text{peak}}) \); and (ii) \( E_p \) and the coefficient of
efficiency, $E_c$ for event total runoff volume ($V$), and total sediment yield ($TSY_e$). The $E_c$ is defined as (Beven, 1993; Licciardello et al., 2007)

$$E_c = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (T^0_i - T^m_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (T^0_i - T^{m,i})^2}$$

where $T$ is either the water ($Q$) or sediment ($Q_s$) discharges, $T^m$ is the mean of measured $T$, and $T^0$ and $T^{m,i}$ are the predicted and measured values of $T$, respectively. Values of $E_c$ describe the event-lumped goodness-of-fit, while those of $E_p$ characterize the degree of synchronization between measured and simulated values over one event. Model prediction is acceptable if $E_c$ is greater than 0.36 (Zema et al., 2010). No widely accepted threshold value of $E_p$ is available for judging model predictability. After achieving the best predictions at the outlet, we used DWSM to estimate event-based variables for all overland elements and stream segments, such as $Q_{peak}$, $V$, and $TSY_e$.

2.3. Analyzing spatial patterns of sediment dynamics during the extreme event

Various spatial patterns of the event sediment dynamics were examined at the smallest spatial scale, which is represented by the group of the delineated overland elements. We showed the spatial distribution of the gross erosion over the extreme event by displaying values of area-specific sediment yield ($SSY_e$, t/m²) in all overland elements. To better demonstrate the impact of climatic and environmental factors on sediment transport during the event, we performed nonlinear regression analysis between the total event sediment yield ($TSY$) and the factors that are commonly related to soil erosion and sediment transport, such as the mean slope ($S$), land use/cover (LULC), and soil erodibility condition of overland elements (Gao and Puckett, 2012; Kirkby et al., 2002; Mishra et al., 2007), as well as the overland area ($A$) and mean precipitation ($P$). Values of $S$ were calculated using DEM data with 10-m resolution as area-weighted slopes in percent. The LULC may be characterized by the percentage of crop and pasture lands ($\%C$), whose values were determined using downloaded National Land Cover Dataset (30-m resolution). The original values of soil erodibility factor ($K$) were downloaded from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) GIS Data Mart and used to calculate the area-weighted value of $K$ for each overland element. Values of $P$ for all elements were calculated in two steps. First, the sum of precipitation for the entire event in each of the 15 stations within the study watershed was used to estimate distributed event precipitation using interpolation analysis in GIS (the Krigging method). Second, the amount of precipitation in each overland element was calculated using zonal analysis after converting the overland shapefile from vector to raster format. Based on established the nonlinear relationship between $TSY_e$ and $A$, $P$, $S$, $K$, and $\%C$, we examined the overall impact of these variables and their relevant importance on contributing to the sediment load during the extreme event.

The spatial variations of sediment transport during the extreme event were revealed in this study by linking variables representing event sediment loads to those representing hydrological processes of the same event. For overland elements, we examined the relationship between $TSY_e$ and $Q_{peak}$ (m³/s). At the larger spatial scales, which are represented by the first-order and nested subwatersheds around and along the two main creeks within the study watershed (Fig. 1), we analyzed a variety of statistical relationships between sediment-related variables and hydrological variables. The former include $TSY_e$, area-specific sediment yield, $SSY_e$, net erosion/deposition ($E/D$, t), sediment delivery ratio (SDR), while the latter contain $Q_{peak}$, $A$, and event mean runoff depth, $h$ (m), defined as the ratio of event total volume of runoff, $V$ (m³) to the area of the associated subwatershed, $A$.

3. Results and analysis

3.1. Morphological units of the study watershed for DWSM and modeling results

Analyzing statistical properties of the index ($I_i$) showed that while mean values of $I_i$ remained approximately constant, maximum and minimum values of $I_i$ (i.e., $I_{max}$ and $I_{min}$) decreased as the mean area of the delineated overland elements ($A$) increased (Fig. 2). After $A = 5.89$ km², $I_{max}$ and $I_{min}$ also became roughly unchanged. This value served as a spatial threshold above which the statistical distribution of LULC types among the delineated units is stable. Hence this value represents a reference spatial scale for delineating the study watershed.

Delineation ended up with 42 overland elements and 21 channel segments, which form 21 first-order subwatersheds (Fig. 3). The minimum and maximum sizes of these elements were 1.12 and 15.9 km², taking about 0.4% and 5.1% of the study watershed, respectively. Most of the 21 first-order subwatersheds have sizes within 2 to 6% of the study watershed, meaning that they represent the most efficient sizes of subwatersheds for modeling (Jha et al., 2004). Around the main stream, Onedia Creek, there were six first-order subwatersheds, which are associated with channel segments 43, 44, 45, 48, 52, and 54. A combination of subwatersheds 43, 44, and 45 formed the smallest nested subwatershed (denoted as L1). The outlets of the downstream nested subwatersheds were at the end of stream segments 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 53, and 55 (denoted as L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, and L8; Fig. 3). Along the Sconnooda Creek, the first-order subwatershed was associated with channel segment 61 and the outlets of nested subwatersheds were at the end of segments 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, and 62 (symbolized as R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6; Fig. 3). The two creeks join at the ends of channel segments 55 and 62, and the next larger subwatershed is indeed the entire study watershed.

Based on this spatial arrangement, we performed watershed modeling by adjusting CN, OMN, CMN, COND, CONT, and FDC of DWSM and predicted the hydrograph and sedigraph of the selected extreme event that best fits the calculated ones (Fig. 4a and b). The predicted $Q_{peak}$ and $Q_{peak}$ values were only 3.5% greater than and 4.9% less than the calculated ones, respectively. The small magnitudes of $E_p$ for $Q_{peak}$ and $Q_{peak}$ suggested good model predictions. For $V$ and $TSY_e$, values of $E_p$ were −24.2% and 38.9%, respectively. Furthermore, their $E_c$ values were 0.73 and 0.52, both of which were greater than the threshold value. Therefore, model predictions were acceptable.

![Fig. 2. Plot of the LULC index $I_i$ vs. the mean area of the delineated overland elements, $A$, for five different spatial arrangements. The dashed line marks the threshold value of $A$ above which the statistical distribution of $I_i$ remains approximately unchanged for the mean, maximum, and minimum areas, respectively.](image-url)
3.2. Spatial patterns of event sediment loads among overland elements

Area-specific event sediment yield (SSYe) varied greatly over all overland elements with the minimum of 0.407 t/km² in overland 41 and the maximum of 1110.6 t/km² in overland 33 (Fig. 3). Correlation analysis (Table 1) showed that (i) total event sediment yield (TSYe) was significantly correlated with A, P, and S, and the strength of correlation decreased in this order; (ii) neither K nor %L was significantly correlated with SSIe. Based on these results, the subsequent statistical model only included A, S, and P as independent variables:

\[ TSY_e = a_1 A^{a_2 P^{a_3 S^{a_4}}} \]  

Nonlinear regression analysis showed that \( a_1 = 818.2, a_2 = 1.541, a_3 = 0.05, \) and \( a_4 = 0.76 \) with \( R^2 = 0.79 \) (\( p < 0.0001 \)). While the model (i.e., Eq. (6)) was statistically significant, the \( R^2 \) value was not very high. Comparing the statistically predicted with the model predicted TSYe values indicated that Eq. (6) described medium and high TSYe values quite well, but low ones poorly (Fig. 5), suggesting that the not-very-high \( R^2 \) value was mainly caused by larger errors in determining relatively low TSYe values. The values of \( a_2, a_3, \) and \( a_4 \) further suggested that TSYe was mainly controlled by the size and then topography of an overland element. Precipitation had a relatively minor impact on TSYe, though it was the source of surface runoff that caused sediment transport. Consequently, spatial variations of SSYe cannot be simply explained by either its mean slope or precipitation or both of the associated overland elements. For example, the value of SSYe in overland 33 was greater than that of overland 12 (870.3 t/km²), but the former element received less precipitation (59.6 mm) and had gentler slope (0.099) than the latter (\( p = 63.3 \) mm and \( S = 0.134, \) respectively).

The statistical model representing the TSYe-Qpeak relationship may be expressed as

\[ TSY_e = a Q_{peak}^b \]  

Nonlinear regression analysis showed that values of \( a \) and \( b \) for separated data along the two creeks were not drastically different from those for the combined one (Table 2), suggesting that event sediment yields were not spatially segregated. Yet, TSYe was not well correlated with \( Q_{peak} \) (Fig. 6a). Similarly, the statistical model between the area-specific SSYe and the associated h may be written as

\[ S SY_e = c h^d \]  

Regression analysis indicated that the SSYe-h relationship was only statistically significant for the combined data (Table 2, Fig. 6b), further signifying the nonsegregated spatial distribution of sediment yields.

Fig. 3. Spatial arrangement of the study watershed that contains 42 overland elements (1–42) and the associated 21 channel segments (43–63). The red triangles (marked with red labels) represent the outlets of the nested subwatersheds along the Oneida Creek (OC) and the pink circles (marked with pink labels) denote the outlets of the nested subwatersheds along Sconondoa Creek (SC). The yellow stars represent weather stations where rainfall data were obtained and used in modeling. The graduated gray colors represent the predicted area-specific event sediment yields in all delineated overland elements (SSYe, t/km²).
Nonetheless, Eqs. (7) and (8) poorly fitted the data (Table 2). Thus, neither event runoff volumes nor peak water discharges were sufficient to capture the complex processes governing sediment transport through these overland elements.

3.3. Spatial patterns of event sediment loads over subwatersheds

Along the two creeks, not only were \(Q_{\text{peak}}\) values for the first-order and nested subwatersheds correlated with \(A\) quite well, but also the two correlations may be characterized by a single linear relationship (Fig. 7). Thus, we only used \(Q_{\text{peak}}\) as the scale indicator to show spatially variable event sediment loads. From the smallest spatial scale (i.e., the first-order subwatersheds) moving downstream through the nested subwatersheds along the two creeks, \(T_{\text{Sym}}\) was generally correlated well with the associated \(Q_{\text{peak}}\) (the solid curve in Fig. 8). Along OC, the relationship was weakened by two points (i.e., subwatersheds 52 and 54), though it was still statistically significant. Along SC, data points generally followed the same trend except one (i.e., subwatershed 61) and the trend merged into that along OC, suggesting the processes of sediment transport were similar along two creeks during this event. At the

**Table 1**

Correlations between \(T_{\text{Sym}}\) and five environmental parameters for the 42 overland elements (\(A\) is the overland area, \(P\) is the total precipitation within the overland, \(S\) is the mean overland slope, \(K\) is the soil erodibility factor of the overland, and \(%L\) is the percentage of crop and pasture lands).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(T_{\text{Sym}})</th>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(P)</th>
<th>(S)</th>
<th>(K)</th>
<th>(%L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>-0.295</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Fig. 4. Comparison between calculated (measured) and predicted hydrographs (a) and sedigraphs (b) for the selected extreme storm event.]
largest spatial scale along both creeks (i.e., L8 for OC and R6 for SC), the data points were apparently below the trend, which implies that more deposition occurred within the largest subwatersheds along the two creeks. This might be related to the fact that the two creeks with comparable sizes converge at the outlets of L8 and R6 (Fig. 3). The data point representing values of $Q_{peak}$ and $TSY_e$ at the outlet of the study watershed followed the same trend (Fig. 8). Overall, a single statistical relationship may be used to characterize the spatial changes of $TSY_e$:

$$TSY_e = 209.1 Q_{peak}^{1.0}$$

$R^2 = 0.91, p < 0.0001$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The exponent of Eq. (9) indicated that $TSY_e$ was essentially proportional to $Q_{peak}$, suggesting that $Q_{peak}$ and $TSY_e$ increased at the same rate from small to large subwatersheds.

Spatially variable sediment dynamics may be further characterized by the spatial variations of sediment transport efficiency, which was quantified by values of SDR (Fig. 9). Although SDR values showed a high degree of variation among the first-order subwatersheds, they were generally high at the relatively small spatial scales along OC. With the increase of the spatial scale, SDR remained approximately constant over a range of areas and then began to drop promptly to the value corresponding to the largest subwatershed. Values of SDR along SC generally followed the trend of those along OC. Apparently, OC transported sediment with a similar efficiency to that of SC during the extreme event.

### 4. Discussions

#### 4.1. Uncertainties in model prediction

We have tested the predictability of DWSM in the study watershed by comparing predicted with measured hydrographs and sedigraphs. The results of nonlinear regression analyses for Eqs. (7) and (8) are summarized in Table 2. The statistical relationships are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.

![Fig. 5](image1.png)

**Fig. 5.** Comparison of statistically predicted $TSY_e$ values using Eq. (6) for all 42 overland elements with those modeled using DWSM.

![Fig. 6](image2.png)

**Fig. 6.** Statistical relationships for overland elements either around OC or SC, or for all of them. (a) $TSY_e$ vs. $Q_{peak}$, and (b) area-specific $SSY_e$ vs. $h$.

![Fig. 7](image3.png)

**Fig. 7.** Plot of peak water discharge ($Q_{peak}$) of all subwatersheds vs. their areas ($A$). The solid line represents the statistical relationship between the two.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$p$-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OC*</td>
<td>1060.1</td>
<td>0.6014</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC*</td>
<td>1216.3</td>
<td>0.3631</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1284.7</td>
<td>0.4650</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$p$-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>3719.2</td>
<td>0.6399*</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>754,226</td>
<td>2.3066*</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>11,403.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Oneida Creek.
* Sconondoa Creek.
* Not statistically significant.
at the outlet of the study watershed for seven storm events with different intensities and magnitudes (Gao et al., 2015). Nonetheless, this test was insufficient to guarantee that the predicted values of $Q_{\text{peak}}$, $V$, $Q_s$, and event sediment loads for all overland elements and channel segments were accurate. This is because equifinality (Beven, 1993, 1996), which states that there might be multiple sets of adjustable parameters that can reproduce acceptable transport behaviors of the same watershed, causing the problem typically referred to as predicting the correct result for the wrong reasons (Jetten et al., 2003). In other words, inaccurate hydrological and sediment predictions at some overland elements and channel segments could still lead to reasonably well predictions of hydrographs and sedigraphs at the outlet of the study watershed.

The ideal resolution of avoiding the possible inaccurate predictions at the smaller spatial scales would be measuring $Q$ and sediment concentration ($C$) at the outlets of all subwatersheds during the simulated event and calculating values of the above-mentioned variables for the event. The predictability of DWSM for all overland elements and channel segments may be then tested by comparing the predicted with measured values for the entire study watershed (i.e., Fig. 6D in Gao and Josefson, 2012a).

Alternatively, we assessed the model predictability at the outlet segment 48. Comparing these two values with the measured values showed that DWSM underestimated $V$ and $TS_{Y_{E}}$, by 21.5% and 32.8%, respectively. The errors may be related to many uncertainties such as the inconsistency between the measured and modeled locations of the selected site, inaccuracy in obtained rainfall data and the single-value parameters assigned to each delineated spatial unit, and errors in the field measurement. Although a more rigorous test of model predictability for event-based sediment dynamics in the delineated overland elements and channel segments is required in the future study, we think the unknown errors involved in the predicted values of the parameters for all delineated small units should not significantly affect the statistical relationships described previously for the selected extreme event.

### 4.2. Geomorphological significance

Our analysis showed that $TS_{Y_{E}}$ was much better correlated with $Q_{\text{peak}}$ at the subwatershed (i.e., larger) scales than at the overland (small) scale (Figs. 6A and 8). This difference might be caused by the different processes controlling sediment dynamics at different spatial scales. Comparing with overland elements, the subwatersheds include not only hillslope hydrological and erosion processes, but also in-channel hydraulic and sediment-transport processes. Thus, the difference in the $TS_{Y_{E}}$-$Q_{\text{peak}}$ relationships suggests that sediment dynamics in subwatersheds was more controlled by in-channel hydraulic processes. This was further evidenced by the much improved correlation between $TS_{Y_{E}}$ and $P$ for the first-order and the nested subwatersheds ($R = 0.90$).

Similar to the $Q_{\text{peak}}$-$A$ relationship (Fig. 7), the $Q_{\text{peak}}$-$P$ relationship was also linear for nested subwatersheds along the two creeks (Fig. 10):

$$Q_{\text{peak}} = 0.18 P$$

These linear relationships were unexpected because hydrological responses to rainfall are generally scale specific and nonlinear (Coulthurk et al., 2005; Garcia-Ruiz et al., 2010; Li and Sivapalan, 2011; Marin and Ramirez, 2006; Medici et al., 2008; Wainwright and Bracken, 2011). However, linear relationships were also found in nested watersheds in arid and semiarid regions where intensive but short-duration storms are common (Goodrich et al., 1997). This similarity suggests that the studied extreme storm event generated flash flows at all subwatershed scales, such that flows within the study watershed behaved like those in arid and/or semiarid regions. It highlights the fact that during the extreme storm event in central New York that has a humid, continental climate, the regular flow regime characterized by gentle and long-duration hydrographs with relatively low $Q_{\text{peak}}$ values (Gao and Josefson, 2012b; Schneiderman et al., 2007) was changed into a flash flow regime typically occurring in dry lands and, hence, could cause greater damages.
The shift of the flow regime directly improved sediment connectivity, which resulted in two profound changes in sediment dynamics. First, not only was the $TSY_e$-$Q_{peak}$ relationship much improved compared with that for overland elements (Fig. 8), but also $TSY_e$ increased linearly with $Q_{peak}$ (Eq. (9)). This linear relationship represents the highest degree of sediment connectivity across the entire study watershed at the event temporal scale. In Fig. 8, the dashed curve reflected a nonlinear $TSY_e$-$Q_{peak}$ relationship (with the exponent >1) for the entire study watershed over many regular storm events (Gao and Josefson, 2012a). Based on this curve, a small $Q_{peak}$ value was a result of a small rainfall event. Yet the same $Q_{peak}$ value could also be generated by the extreme event at a smaller subwatershed but produce a much higher $TSY_e$ than that generated at the outlet of the entire study watershed during the small event, suggesting that the degree of sediment connectivity is low during the small storm event. With the increase of magnitude and intensity of rainfall events, which lead to higher $Q_{peak}$ values, the two $TSY_e$ values become closer, implying the increased degree of sediment connectivity. At the highest available $Q_{peak}$ value, which may be caused by the extreme event, the two $SSY_e$ values approach each other, signifying that the watershed reached the highest degree of sediment connectivity. Theoretically, the two curves should merge at this location. The difference shown in Fig. 8 at this location is mainly caused by the fact that both relationships were developed statistically and hence affected by the uncertainties in the data. A broader implication is that in the American northeast (and other regions) where watersheds have similar climatic and physiographic conditions, sediment loads across multiple spatial scales within a watershed during an extreme storm event reflect the highest degree of sediment connectivity and may be used as a benchmark to quantify the degree of sediment connectivity of a given regular storm event.

Second, the improved sediment connectivity also led to a unique spatial pattern of sediment yields. Because during the extreme event $TSY_e$ was linearly related to $Q_{peak}$ (Eq. (9)) and $Q_{peak}$ was linearly related to $A$ (Fig. 7), $TSY_e$ must be linearly related to $A$ (which was indeed confirmed by the direct regression analysis between $TSY_e$ and $A$), meaning that area-specific event sediment yield ($SSY_e$) was constant across all nested subwatersheds during this extreme event. Within a similar range of watershed areas (i.e., from 7 to 311 km$^2$), annual area-specific $SSY_e$, which represents sediment yield from all rainfall events within one year, generally increases with watershed size (de Vente et al., 2007). The approximately constant value of area-specific $SSY_e$ implies that sediment transport during this extreme event was probably at capacity, though sediment transport in the study watershed is generally controlled by supply-limited processes (Gao and Puckett, 2012). This may be further supported by the fact that sediment deposition in stream channels increased with the areas of subwatersheds.

The extreme event created a $Q_{peak}$ value of 355 m$^3$/s (Fig. 4a), more than twice as much as the bankfull discharge (i.e., 150 m$^3$/s) at the outlet cross section (Gao and Josefson, 2012a). Thus, it is logical to expect that the high flows might have shaped the channels significantly. However, reconnaissance of the river channel in the inundated zone one month after the event showed that there was not much channel morphological change caused by the historical event except some local erosion on the right bank (similar or even larger-scale bank erosion was observed in the past owing to events with much less peak discharges). This limited channel morphological response to the extreme flood reflected the incompetence of the stream flow in shaping channel morphology. Our calculation using previously measured channel reach slope including the studied cross section and the bankfull width showed that the unit stream power of the historical peak discharge was only 32 W m$^{-2}$. This value is not only much lower than the threshold for causing catastrophic floods, which is 300 W m$^{-2}$ (Lapointe et al., 1998; Magilligan, 1992), but also lower than the low boundary of the channel-forming flow, which is 50 W m$^{-2}$ (Meyer, 2001). Similarly, the calculated area-specific $SSY_e$ was 3.61 t/km$^2$. It took only 1.4% of the average annual sediment load, which according to our previous analysis is mainly produced by the effective discharge of 65 m$^3$/s with a recurrence interval of 1.2 years (Gao and Josefson, 2012b). Thus, the historical flood was not large enough to catastrophically alter the channel morphology, nor frequent enough to gradually modify the channel shape.

However, the event overtopped about 700 t of sediment, many of which were deposited in the inundated area of 0.62 km$^2$ within the city. Cleaning these sediment deposits together with other wastes was one of the major challenges the city officers confronted. These analyses confirmed an earlier finding based on a series of geomorphological analyses for an extreme flood in Vermont — that is, ‘short duration, high energy flows can have profound sedimentological effects but have limited erosive, channel widening impacts’ (Magilligan et al., 2015, p. 186). It is likely a common geomorphological feature of extreme floods in northeastern watersheds of the USA. The practical implication is that while recurrence interval or bankfull discharge is useful for assessing the potential occurrence of flooding, channel design activities for watershed management should mainly rely on the effective discharge (Biedenharn and Thorne, 1994; Doyle et al., 2005).

5. Conclusions

Using a physically based watershed model, Dynamic Watershed Simulation Model (DWSM), we predicted peak discharge ($Q_{peak}$), event total runoff volume ($V$), and event sediment yield for all delineated overland elements and channel segments of a medium-sized watershed in central New York over an extreme storm event. These values were subsequently analyzed to characterize spatial patterns of sediment dynamics across this event within the study watershed. We found that at the overland (i.e., small) scale, total event sediment yield ($TSY_e$) may be nonlinearly controlled by area, mean slope, and mean precipitation of the delineated overland elements. In addition, $TSY_e$ and area-specific $SSY_e$ were not well correlated with $Q_{peak}$ and event-based mean runoff depth, $h$, respectively. These findings indicated that sediment dynamics at the overland scale cannot be simply characterized using lumped single values representing area, mean precipitation, and mean slope of overland elements. Across the first-order and nested subwatersheds (i.e., larger scales), however, $TSY_e$ not only was strongly correlated with $Q_{peak}$ but also varied with it linearly. The linearity also existed in the $Q_{peak}$-$A$ and $Q_{peak}$-$P$ relationships. The different spatial patterns between the small and large scales were consistent with the fact that in-channel processes were implicit in overland elements, but explicit in subwatersheds, suggesting the increased role of channels...
with the increase of the spatial scale. Furthermore, the linear relationships not only revealed the increased degree of sediment connectivity from the small to large spatial scales, but also implied that sediment was transported at capacity during the extreme event. The unique linearity of sediment dynamics signifies that spatially variable Tsy values in overland elements (i.e., the small scale) affected sediment transport in nested subwatersheds (i.e., the larger scales) evenly, such that simply controlling sediment movement from overland elements with higher Tsy values may not significantly reduce downstream sediment loads if a similar event occurs again.
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